
BCG VACCINATION

Bacillus Calmetteâ€“GuÃ©rin (BCG) vaccine is a vaccine primarily used against tuberculosis (TB). In countries where
tuberculosis or leprosy is common, one dose.

Other factors could include nutrition, genetics, and season of birth ,  Figure 5 NK cells correlations. Perhaps as
a response to the lack of confirmed T-cell correlates of protection induced by BCG vaccination, there is
renewed interest in B-cell immunity in TB, which as noted above has been under-studied. This is one of the
reasons that the vaccine is not used in some countries. If there is a positive result to the skin test then the BCG
vaccination will not be given. If suppuration occurs, it may need needle aspiration. It is widely assumed that
the effects of environmental mycobacteria or NTM would precede BCG vaccination, perhaps blocking BCG
multiplication 22 , 23 ; however, this is unlikely for infants vaccinated soon after birth, and too little work has
focused on their effects post-BCG. BCG lacks the esx-1 locus which, although providing sufficient attenuation
compared with M. One of the most prominent developments in the field of immunology in the last 20 years
has been the rise of the Th cell, initially identified in the context of autoimmune disease. Natural killer cells
have also been demonstrated to contribute to the trained innate effect both in humans and in mice  BCG
vaccination should not be given to persons who are immunosuppressed e. The nature of the MGIA system
does not require the immune mechanism essential for ex vivo control of mycobacterial growth to be known a
priori, while in turn it could help to identify mechanism by investigating samples with efficient growth
inhibition. The drug concentration of 0. Does the efficacy of BCG decline with time since vaccination? This
study serves as a proof-of-principle for testing and screening therapeutic TB vaccine candidates in
combination with drugs using the ex vivo MGIA system prior or in adjunct to in vivo animal or human testing.
BCG was also given to protect people who had been exposed to tuberculosis. Subsequently for many years
there was little concern about safety. Effect of BCG vaccination against Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection
in children: systematic review and meta-analysis. From to , relief organizations International Tuberculosis
Campaign or Joint Enterprises vaccinated over 8 million babies in eastern Europe and prevented the predicted
typical increase of TB after a major war. Because the living bacilli evolve to make the best use of available
nutrients, they become less well-adapted to human blood and can no longer induce disease when introduced
into a human host. Int J Tuberc Lung Dis â€” Delayed BCG Vaccination Many infants do not receive BCG
vaccination immediately after birth, and delays in vaccination might improve immunity, due to maturation of
the immune system, which is skewed toward Th-2 T-cell immune responses at birth.


